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ABOUT US
Zenit has been involved in building and the construction of flooring since the
mid 90’s. From our continued success, new opportunities arose, and soon it
became apparent the next natural progression was into the specialisation and
manufacturing of high quality windows. Today, as always our aim continues to
be one focused on providing a premium and all inclusive excellent customer
experience from start to finish.
We have spent a number of years refining, researching and developing our
product list so that we can consistently deliver a knowledgeable, bespoke and
thorough outcome for our customers. Our uPVC, Aluminium and Glass
supplying partnerships currently extend from Belgium, Germany and Australia.
Zenit Window’s is Australian owned and operated, located in the industrial area
of Moorabbin, Victoria. Inside our factory we utilise European engineering
procedures and machinery to manufacture and import our windows and doors
to Australia’s high standards. We believe maintaining a manufacturing base
locally gives us an additional benefit for our customers, firstly it provides
flexible options in terms of storing and delivery times as well as last minute
amendments, secondly it allows us to provide a premium product at an
affordable price.
At Zenit Window’s we are proud of our product range and expertise as we
believe it to be the testament to our continued success. We look forward to
joining your future project and providing a product that we know you as the
customer will love and enjoy for many years to come.
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COLOURS
A Deep Focus on Colours
At Zenit Windows, we know that you are looking for incredible colours for your frames to deliver a perfect aesthetic result. This is why we have heavily invested in
a wide arrange of colours for our profiles, because we believe in style as well as functionality.
Zenit Windows have partnered with a leading organisation that uses the most highly advanced mechanical equipment in painting technology. In a quality
controlled environment, our automated painting line equally covers each profile to deliver the perfect colour. The finished result is an incredible looking end
product with a glow like no other. However, the focus is not solely on delivering amazing colours.
Our aluminium electrostatic painting powder offers a unique stability and strength that can withstand the toughest conditions imaginable. Thanks to these highly
advanced processes, the colour you choose for your profile can be enjoyed for many years to come with no maintenance required.
The colour range we offer includes RAL colours, metallic, matte and gloss finishes.
Zenit Windows also has a ‘wood effect’ colour options available, for those who are looking for a rustic wood finish for their project without compromising on
quality and strength in frames.
Along with the our wide range of Aluminium colours we also offer the largest selection of uPVC colour laminates available in Australia.
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BENEFITS OF ZENIT WINDOWS
High Energy Efficiency
Traditional windows and doors account for significant portions of heat lost in a home.
Unfortunately, they can add anywhere between 10% - 25% of your heating bill by allowing
artificially generated warm air to exit your home. Our energy efficient windows ensure a
perfectly comfortable atmosphere in your home protecting you against the cold winters
and the hot summers. Rather than wasting your money on generating artificial cooling
and heating costs, Zenit windows and doors are able to reduce energy waste of dwelling
openings by up to 80%. Give your energy bills a break by installing our energy efficient
windows.

Noise Reduction
Protection from outside noise is an important characteristic that should feature in every
modern window. Whether it be at home or the office, the ability to leave out the hustle
and bustle of everyday living and provide peace and quiet when we need it is critical.
Whether you live next to a busy highway, or would just like to reduce day to day
background noises, our windows are in a class of their own. Considerable noise reducing
glazing can be custom made to suit almost any requirements. Reductions of anywhere
between 30-45 decibels can be achieved with the correct glazing choices.

Double Glazing/Triple Glazing
If your windows only have single glazing, then it is likely that you’ll be suffering up to 20%
heat loss through them. Protecting your home against elements such as noise pollution
and outside weather entering the house is most efficiently solved by installing double
glazing. All of our door and window profiles at Zenit Windows are specifically designed to
be coupled with a double glazed solution. Various double glazed combinations can be
attained with our selection of tinted glass, obscure glass, safety glass, high performance
laminated glass or inbuilt colonial bars. In addition our systems are capable of triple
glazing if the specific project need arises.
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BENEFITS OF ZENIT WINDOWS
Unlimited Options
Using our staff expertise along with access to state of the line hardware, profile
and glass from Europe allows us to create almost any combination our clients
or architects can dream up. We don’t abide by standard sizes which allows a
complete tailored approach to fenestration in your dream home.

Low Maintenance
Forget about repainting old or flaking windows. Zenit’s window and door
systems do not require regular re-painting or other expensive maintenance
costs. The only maintenance you will ever need to do is a quick clean, to keep
them looking fantastic. The majority of our profiles can be opened fully which
allow you to clean the outside from the inside, allowing minimal effort for
maximum results.

High Level Security
All windows used at Zenit come with a locking system that locks multiple
points around the windows sash and frame. Combined with our multi
chambered profile and internal metal reinforcement you have windows that
have been perfectly designed with your security in mind.

Environmentally Friendly
Our commitment toward an eco-sustainable way of living has resulted in our
uPVC and Aluminium profiles being 100% recyclable. This combined with the
copious amount of energy efficient properties Zenit’s windows and doors
provide allows us as a company to create an ethos around sustainable and
efficient building practices.
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EURO+ MINIMAL SERIES

HINGED

The Euro+ Series is Zenit Windows latest proposal for advanced insulating
hinged systems which meets the high standards of private and public buildings
in Western Europe, combining the demanding levels of thermal insulation,
watertightness and sound insulation. The system includes a wide range of
profiles with modern flat shape, as well as a curved shape. Furthermore, it
provides the choice of using concealed sash and concealed fittings for windows
and doors and also, of making constructions with totally aligned sash and
frame profiles internally and externally for the entrance doors. It is the ideal
solution for any kind of constructions that require strict standards for high
performance and maximum safety.
• Frame width 77 mm
• High thermal insulation value Uf ≥ 0.84 W/m2K by using special 40 mm
anti-distortion polyamides in the frame and sash profiles for avoiding the
“banana effect” due to high temperature differences between indoors and
outdoors, PE insulation foam, kooltherm bars and central gasket that
consists of a combination of EPDM and foaming material
• Visible aluminium face width: 93 mm
• 3 levels of water tightness with EPDM gaskets both for windows
and entrance doors
• Higher waterproofing level due to co-extruded central gasket applied
• For all typologies of windows and entrance doors
• Available sash for steel mechanism 16mm Groove and for
European Groove mechanism

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS

Frame depth: 77 mm
Sash depth: 85 mm
Minimum visible width: 93 mm
Minimum visible width (T-profile): 76 mm
Sash mechanism weight limit: up to 130 Kg
Glass thickness: 24 - 68 mm
Cross section thickness: 1,5 up to 2,5 mm

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
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Type of system: Insulated/ Thermally Broken
Uf: from 0,85 to 1,4 W/m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Flat
Glazing method: 3 levels of watertightness with EPDM gaskets
Type of thermal insulation: Polyamides 40 mm width/ Thermally Broken
Kooltherm, PE insulation foam
Mechanism: European Groove, PVC Groove Steel mechanism 16mm
Typologies:
• For all typologies of windows and entrance doors

EURO+ MINIMAL SERIES

SLIDING

Zenit Windows new sliding thermal insulating system is the ideal solution for wide spans with extensive glazing surfaces that offers elegant constructions with
high functionality, performances and minimal architectural design. The Euro+ Minimal Sliding is considered one of the most modern options as it incorporates
multiple innovative and unique features.
The system’s main advantage is the improvement of living conditions by maximizing the natural lighting and minimizing the visible aluminium face width, which
makes the residents feel closer to the external environment and increase the sense of freedom.
• All the aluminium profiles are totally concealed in wall maximizing natural lighting in the buildings.
• Only 25 mm visible aluminium face width at the interlocking profile.
• Double row of polyamides 18 mm width in the frames and special anti-distortion polyamides in the
sash profile 18,6 mm and 14,8 mm width for avoiding the “banana effect” due to high temperature differences.
• Perimeter sealing of the frames with double row of brushes.
• Extra concealed profiles available for water drainage.
• Corner constructions without using mullion profile for the connection.
• For all typologies of sliding doors.
• Easy installation / removal of the sash in case of maintenance or replacement.
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EURO+ MINIMAL SERIES

SLIDING

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS

Frame width: 164 mm
Sash width: 62 mm
Minimum visible height of construction: Concealed profiles
Sash mechanism weight limit: up to 600 Kg
Visible interlocking profile width: 25 mm
Maximum glass thickness: 47mm
Cross section thickness: 1 -3 mm

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Type of system: Insulated/ Thermally Broken
UW: 1,1 W/m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Flat
Sliding Type: Sliding
Type of thermal insulation: 18,6 mm polyamide, PVC
Mechanism: Alumil
Typologies
• Double horizontal sliding sash
• Double horizontal sliding sash with fixed light
• Four horizontal sliding sashes with meeting stile
• Double horizontal sliding sash meeting stile with
fixed lights
• Corner typology with four sliding sashes
• Corner typology with two sliding sashes and
fixed lights
• Triple horizontal sliding sash
• Four horizontal sliding sashes
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EURO+ SERIES

HINGED

The Euro+ system has been specially designed in order to meet the high
requirements of passive houses. It is ideal for heavy duty, insulated hinged
frames with high security level. The system is characterised by excellent
performances regarding thermal insulation, watertightness and sound
reduction as well as by flexibility and ease of fabrication. It meets perfectly the
high quality standards of developed markets.
Certified by the Passive House Institute (PHI), according to the
specifications of the passive houses.
Remarkable level of thermal insulation with Uw=0,79 W/m2K, for window
dimensions 1,23 x 1,48 m and Ug=0,7 W/m2K, certified by Passive House
Institute. Visible aluminium face width (frame - sash height) only 93 mm.
Maximum watertightness with 3 levels of EPDM gaskets and
double-extrusion central gasket.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS

Frame depth: 91 mm
Sash depth: 99 mm
Minimum visible width: 93 mm
Minimum visible width (T-profile): 76 mm
Sash mechanism weight limit: up to 130 Kg
Glass thickness: 28 up to 78 mm
Cross section thickness: 1,5 up to 2,5 mm

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Type of system: Insulated/ Thermally Broken
Uf: 0,67 W/m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Flat
Glazing method: 3 levels with EPDM gaskets
Type of thermal insulation: Polyamides 54 mm width, Kooltherm,
PE insulation foam
Mechanism: European Groove, PVC Groove, Steel mechanism 16mm Groove
Typologies
• For all typologies of windows
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EURO+ SERIES

SLIDING

The Euro+ Sliding Series is a robust lift & sliding system that provides high
level of thermal insulation, flexibility in construction and is ideal for large
openings. The Euro+ offers flexibility given that it helps building windows &
doors for small or very large spans. It offers quality constructions because of
the profiles’ stiffness and enables both internal and external "framing" for a
stronger connection of the profiles.
• Sash depth: 56mm
• Smooth and easy sliding thanks to inox rails
• Lift & sliding mechanism for sashes of 90, 150 & 300 Kg
• Optional multi-locking mechanism can be installed
• High level of thermal insulation: Uf from 2,2 to 4,6 W/m2K
• Covers all typologies of sliding systems

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILES CHARACTERISTICS

Frame width: 128 mm
Sash width: 56 mm
Minimum visible height of construction: 122,5 mm
Frame height (rail): 45 mm
Sash height: 86 mm
Sash mechanism weight limit: 90,150 and 300 Kg
Maximum glass thickness: From 24 to 38mm
Cross section thickness: up to 2 mm

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
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Type of system: Insulated
Uf: From 2,2 to 4,6 W/ m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Flat
Sliding Type: Slide
Type of thermal insulation: 24mm polyamide into the frame, 16-24 mm into the sash
Mechanism: GU 939, 937, 934
Typologies
• Double and triple horizontal sliding sash
• Sliding doors with fixed lights
• Four sash horizontal meeting stile sliding doors • Sliding doors with fixed lights right & left and uplifting sash in the middle

ECO TBREAK SERIES

HINGED

The Eco TBreak is tilt and turn opening system with thermal break which exclusively
combines with stainless steel (PVC groove) hardware. This system offers satisfying
thermal insulation and enhanced security level.
• Basic depth of system 62.5mm
• Stainless steel mechanism of 16mm with security locking bolts (mushroom shape)
can be easily installed with valuable time savings
• Special reinforcement in the frame profiles for screwing and supporting the hinges
• Appropriate distance of 4mm between the sash and the frame for continuous
application of sealing gaskets even behind the hinges
• Glass reinforced polyamide (24mm in the frames and 20mm in the sashes) which
offers increased thermal insulation (Uf =2,7-3,0 W/m2K)
• Glass thickness up to 44mm and sash weight up to 130kg

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILES CHARACTERISTICS

Frame depth: 62,5 mm
Sash depth: 70,5 mm
Minimum visible width: 106 mm
Minimum visible width (T-tprofile): 86 mm
Sash mechanism weight limit: 130 Kg
Glass thickness: up to 46 mm
Cross section thickness: 1,4 - 1,6

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Type of system: Insulated/ Thermal Break
Uf: 2,7 – 3,0 W/m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Flat, Curved, Classic
Glazing method: Aluseal system
Type of thermal insulation: 24 mm polyamide
Mechanism: Steel mechanism 16mm
Typologies
• Fixed,
• Projected outwards
• Tilt & Turn
• Folding doors
• Single leave entrance door
• Tilt and Slide
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ECO TBREAK SERIES

SLIDING

The Eco TBreak series is a new approach in sliding systems in full accordance
with the modern architectural trends for soft and straight lines and
considerably less visible aluminium frame. High levels of thermal insulation
combined with a great variety of innovative design solutions, make the Eco
TBreak the ideal solution for building modern residences as well as for frames
replacements.
• Innovative design and minimal aesthetics
• Soft, straight lines and up to 50% reduction of the visible aluminium frame
• Profile sturdiness and strength that easily cover the most demanding
customers’ requirements
• Undoubted construction flexibility and ease
• High level of thermal insulation and outstanding quality
• Unique performance in water/air tightness in its category
• Ideal solution for frames replacements.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS

Frame width: 92 mm
Sash width: 35 mm
Minimum visible height
of construction: 116,1 mm
Sash mechanism weight limit: 120 Kg
Maximum glass thickness: 24 mm
Cross section thickness: up to 1,6
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SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Type of system: Insulated
Uf: From 2,9 W/m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Flat
Sliding Type: Slide
Type of thermal insulation:
24 mm polyamide
Mechanism: GU Inline
Typologies
• Double horizontal sliding sash
• Triple horizontal sliding sash
• Two double horizontal sliding sashes with meeting point
• Single sliding sash into wall cavity
• Double sliding sash into wall cavity with meeting point
• One sash sliding door with fixed

ECO SERIES

HINGED

The Eco Series is the most lightweight system for opening and/or tilt frames.
• Basic depth of system 37 mm
• Water and air tightness is achieved with three levels of EPDM gaskets
• Great diversity of designs regarding the windows and doors’ appearance
• Cover all types of opening frames
• Combines with Eco Sliding sliding system
• Can be used in all possible construction applications
• Single glazing with thickness from 10 mm up to 26mm

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS

Frame depth: 37 mm
Sash depth: 44 mm
Minimum visible width: 81,7 mm
Minimum visible width (T-profile): 67,8 mm
Sash mechanism weight limit: 80 Kg
Glass thickness: up to 16 mm
Cross section thickness: 1,1 - 1,4

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Type of system: Uninsulated
Uf: 7 W/m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Flat, Curved
Glazing method: Aluseal system
Type of thermal insulation: Mechanism: European Groove
Typologies
• Fixed
• Single leaf opening shutter
• Tilt & Turn
• Two leaf opening shutter
• Awning
• Three leaf opening shutter
•Single leaf entrance door
• Four leaf opening shutter
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ECO SERIES

SLIDING

The Eco Sliding Series consists of a low-cost proposal for sliding systems
without thermal break. Supports all known sliding typologies and offers an
alternative to those who pay attention to the investment cost.
• Sash width of 32 mm
• Double glazing up to 20 mm thickness and sash weight up to 120 Kg
• Stainless steel rails offering smooth and easy scrolling of the sashes
• One or two points locking hardware for a higher security level
• Ideal proposal for old frames replacement especially in case of pocket
constructions with limited blank in the wall

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS

Frame width: 78,2 mm
Sash width: 32 mm
Minimum visible height of construction: 1110,1 mm
Sash mechanism weight limit: 80 Kg
Maximum glass thickness: 20 mm
Cross section thickness: up to 1,4

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
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Type of system: Uninsulated
Uf: From 6,46 W/m2K
Exterior aesthetics: Curved
Sliding Type: Slide
Type of thermal insulation: Mechanism: GU 934
Typologies
•Double horizontal sliding sash
•Triple horizontal sliding sash
• Two double horizontal sliding sasheswith meeting point
• Corner construction with double horizontal sliding sash
• Corner construction with sliding sash into wall cavity
• Single sliding sash into wall cavit

ZENIT 76 SERIES UPVC
The new trendsetting double seal system Zenit 76 is one of the most significant
new developments in the profiles segment and offers a competitive, yet
trailblazing profile system for PVC-U windows and residential doors.
Besides outstanding insulating values, slender profile slight lines, and
enhanced static properties, it also exhibits technical properties that previously
were attained only by systems with considerably larger installation depths.
Yet because of its smaller installation depth, this Zenit 76 Series double seal
system has the advantage that it can be used to ideal effect in both new
buildings and renovations. In other words, there is no compromise where
slender sight lines and high insulating properties are concerned.
The Zenit 76 Series with weather seal therefore fulfils all expectations and
requirements for a modern uPVC window and door system.

CHARACTERISTICS
• Thermal insulation value on standard window of Uf = 1.1 W/(m²K)
• Sound insulation values up to 47 dB
• 10 Chamber Design
• The 76 mm installation depth is ideal for restorations and new buildings
• It can take functional glazing with panes up to 48 mm thick
• The combination of sash and outer frame presents a slender sight line
down to 108 mm
• The combination of sash and floating mullion presents a slender sight line
down to 126 mm
• Fully recyclable
• Huge colour potential
• Ventilation solutions available
• Greenline, lead free
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ZENIT UPVC LIFT AND SLIDE
CHARACTERISTICS
• Large glazed areas
• 70 mm installation depth
• For various glass thicknesses up to 42 mm
• Both in classical white and laminated
• Uf = 1.7 W/(m²K)
• Sound insulation values up to 39 dB
• Fully recyclable
• Greenline, Lead Free
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ALUMINIUM SOLAR SHADING : M5600
M5600 is a Zenit Windows shading system for fixed or adjustable slope louvers
with aesthetic multiform characteristics which control the shading and natural
lighting. This is achieved with elliptical blinds which can be fitted either
horizontally or vertically, with the possibility of motion or stationary.
A large range of widths and louvers are available and many solutions are
offered due to the fact that M5600 can be matched with many of the Zenit
Window Systems.
Additionally the system offers a wide range of specific profiles for use in
ventilation openings for garages such as engine rooms, garages, warehouses,
etc.
The available widths of composite louvers vary from 100 to 800mm.
Openable operations can be;
• Manual Handle
• Automatic Motor Control
• Fixed
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www.zenitwindows.com.au
www.facebook.com/ZenitWindows

www.twitter.com/Zenit_Windows

